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MarkMonitor Brand Protection - Websites
helps brand owners reclaim web traﬃc by
ﬁghting against cybersquatting tactics —

Websites: By the Numbers
n

Crawls over 200 million websites
for extensive global coverage

n

MarkMonitor customers successfully
enforced on over 57,000 infringing
domains in 12 months

n

A large hotel chain recaptured $13 million
in revenue by enforcing against
cybersquatting, reclaiming web traﬃc

the unauthorized use of brands in domain
names. The solution also identiﬁes rogue
websites that illicitly use your trademarks,
images and proprietary content. It helps
to defend against various forms of false
association along with scams that illegally
utilize your intellectual property.

How It Works

Building Strategy, Sustaining Results

MarkMonitor Brand Protection - Websites services

Designed for global companies that need

and technology searches billions of web pages

worldwide, world-class expertise at every

worldwide, analyzes and defends against sites

level, MarkMonitor services include a range of

engaged in unauthorized trademark usage,

strategic professional services and custom-

domain name abuse and sales activity related

conﬁgured managed services. These services

to your services and products, including those

help companies maximize their brand protection

claiming to be associated with your brand.

impact and realize immediate and sustained ROI.
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KEY FEATURES

Protecting Revenues and Reputations

nn Automated

As the global leader in online brand protection, MarkMonitor

enforcements include
custom cease and desist
templates and 1-click
PayPal enforcement
nn Financial impact
reporting provides flexible
analytics on registrants,
websites and other case
management attributes

provides advanced technology and expertise that protects the
revenues and reputations of the world’s leading brands.
Customers choose MarkMonitor for its unique combination of
industry-leading expertise, advanced technology and extensive
industry relationships to preserve their marketing investments,
revenues and customer trust.
For additional information on MarkMonitor Brand Protection - Websites,
call us at (800) 745-9229 or visit us at markmonitor.com

nn Image matching detects
unauthorized use of logos
and copyrighted images
and photos on websites.
The technology accounts
for color variations,
position variations and
image manipulations
nn Comprehensive reporting
and case management
through the MarkMonitor
portal enables companies to
manage and track detection
results and enforcement
efforts at a granular level
with at-a-glance views of
incident details
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